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GROUND UP

Injured
students
call for
assistance

President
speaks on
salaries,
construction

BY COURTNEY K REITNER
@courtney_sjsu

BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
@JeremyCummings3

Many schools like De
Anza Community College
and Chico State offer on
campus transportation for
students who rely on crutches to get around campus.
San Jose State students
who have recently been injured and rely on crutches
would like the same services to help them get from
class to class and have said
they have called escort services for assistance to class
but quickly learned they
would not be provided with
assistance.
SJSU student Jesus Guido said he called to get a
ride to campus four blocks
away where he lives because
he has a fractured knee
cap and can’t walk to class
without the aid of crutches.
He was told they could
not pick him up, the only
thing they could provide
him with was a walking escort. Guido said it has been
hard to get around campus
on crutches.
“Instead of taking 15
minutes to get to class it
takes me like 20-25 minutes
now,” Guido said.
With the rainy weather
on its way, it is challenging
for students who need to get
to class on crutches.
“Especially now that it

Student housing, sustainability
and faculty wages were three of the
diverse topics President Mohammad
Qayoumi discussed in his second
press conference with student media
this semester.
The conference room in the administration building was crowded with
staff writers, editors and members of
San Jose State University faculty including the provost, Andy Feinstein.
Qayoumi’s opening remarks highlighted important developments such
as construction on campus, his new
budget and campus sustainability.
The questions that followed covered topics ranging from the ongoing
search for a chief diversity officer for
SJSU to campus drug policy in light of
a recent on-campus heroin overdose
which is currently under investigation by University Police Department.
Temporary buildings
The topic of future construction
plans surfaced multiple times during
the conference and Qayoumi went
into great detail about possible future renovations.
Qayoumi spoke about infrastructure repairs that have been made, including repairs to the pipes and roofs
of some buildings.
These repairs will not be made on
all buildings, however, and Dudley
Moorhead Hall, Hugh Gillis Hall
and the Administration building
would be extremely costly to renovate according to Qayoumi. This
combined with their designation
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Raphael Stroud | Spartan Daily
Sophomore industrial design student Jorden Chen makes sketches for his markups of a coffee machine project for his Intermediate Industrial Design class (DSID
123) on Monday.
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A WALK TO REMEMBER

MCMAKEOVER

Seniors prepare for big day

McDonald’s looks
to increase quality
BY RAVEN SWAYNE
@itsRavenDawn

Free
confined
animals
BY DESTINY PALACIOS
@heydesi
Solitary confinement
impacts animals emotionally, physically and
mentally. Experimenting
and entertainment are two
ways animals face solitary
confinement and are mistreated by humans.
According to Ecowatch,
animals suffer from stereotypical behavior such as
head bobbing and banging
their head when kept in a
confined space for a long
period of time.
Entertainment does not
teach about an animal’s
true ways in the wild or its
proper habitat.
First of all, these animals are rippled away from
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Rigoberto Gomes | Spartan Daily
Book seller Araceli Lopez advises senior sociology student
Alejandra Aguilar about diploma frames during the GradFest in
the Student Bookstore on Tuesday.
BY R IGOBERTO GOMES
@AskRigo
Graduating seniors visited the
bookstore at San Jose State for another step closer to celebrate graduation.
Grad Fest had an arch of yellow
and blue balloons displayed inside
the bookstore to greet and welcome
graduating seniors with Spartan
pride.
Seniors who attended the event
reminisced about their college career as a Spartan.
“I’ve been waiting for graduation
since freshman year and I can’t believe I’ll be walking the stage soon,”
said Casey Stampler, a business administration senior. “I’m soaking it
all in every day and I’m glad of the

friendships I made, the connections
I built and the memories that I will
always remember.”
Graduating students lined up to
purchase their cap and gown, tassels, honor medallions and order
announcements or a class ring.
There are four different packages
with various graduation items and
the main package comes with the
cap and gown, tassel and alumni
membership.
Marc LoGrande, a senior forensic science major, recalled coming to
SJSU for a reason and found another
path throughout his college career.
“It’s been a lot of fun,” LoGrande
said. “I met a lot of cool people and

SEE GRAD ON PAGE 2

McDonald’s is having some
trouble with staying on top of
its fast-food chain competitors. Now they have to decide
whether to stick with their
roots or change it up and compete with the “big dogs.”
McDonald’s was founded
in 1940 and has been a leading
food chain known for its inexpensive meals and fast service.
The fast-food restaurant
has recently been dealing with
some changes in the head office following one of its hardest
years with a 0.9 percent decrease in global sales, according
to nrn.com.
The franchise has been
struggling with failed attempts
to add variety to its menus like
salads, espressos and chicken
wraps. While it still has a steady
client base who enjoys those
breakfast meals and hot cups
of coffee, the franchise wants
to appeal to a more health-conscious audience.
MyShaundriss
Watkins,
a senior child development
major, is no longer a fan of
McDonald’s due to the lack of

healthy food options.
“I used to eat it when I was a
kid but now I’d much rather go
to Chipotle or In-N-Out where
I can get a somewhat healthy
meal for about the same price,”
Watkins said.
Steve Easterbrook was
named the new president and
CEO of the McDonald’s franchise last month, replacing
Don Thompson who stepped
down after 25 years with the
company.
Easterbrook hopes to make
McDonalds into a high-quality
fast-food restaurant.
Before becoming president, Easterbrook was president of McDonald’s Europe
and is accredited for reducing
the amount of salt in the fries
and adding organic milk to
the menu.
One of his first acts as
CEO was to announce that
McDonald’s will take all antibiotics, at least all antibiotics
also used in humans, out of its
chicken products within the
next two years.
One issue is whether to

SEE FOOD ON PAGE 2
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by the board of trustees as temporary
buildings makes them some of the first
buildings to be considered for demolition.
As far as the future of construction on
campus, Qayoumi said once construction
is completed on the new Campus Village
building, they will be able to demolish
one of the brick residence halls next to the
Aquatic Center. This will make room for
the planned expansion of the recreation
center and new pool.
Another future plan the president mentioned was the conversion of the parking
lot adjacent to the Business Tower building
into a compound of academic buildings.
“That area could be another important
anchor of our campus,” Qayoumi said.
Faculty Salaries
Qayoumi’s new budget plan contains an
$800,000 campus-based equity plan for faculty. The plan is specifically for tenured or
tenure-track faculty and involves a number
of changes including new salary minimums
that will be instituted on July 1.
A representative of the California Facul-
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a lot of great friends, and I
ended up picking up lacrosse
and playing that for three
years because another sport
didn’t work out so I learned
a new sport.”
Grad Fest provided professional photographers which
were available for students to
take graduation portraits.
Sociology senior Alejandra Aguilar characterized
herself as a busy student who
wishes she had more free
time to take opportunities
and attend the events around
campus.
“It was very fun and impacting although I wish I
had more time to explore the
career fairs, all the opportunities, free events and workshops and if I had the chance
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ty Association, the group responsible for the
“Race to the Bottom” paper series outlining
CSU faculty’s financial woes, said the equity
plan is too little too late as far as addressing
the issues outlined in the papers.
The budget also includes $1.6 million
for athletic scholarships, and the CFA
representative said he saw this imbalanced allocation of funds as a sign that
Qayoumi doesn’t value faculty. Qayoumi
stressed the difference between the two
amounts, saying the athletics funding is
a one time payment and the faculty are
receiving funding over a longer period.
“If the CFA would rather ask us to reverse the two, that could be looked at,”
Qayoumi said.
Sustainability
“San Jose State had really been at the forefront of sustainability both on the aspects of
energy as well as water,” Qayomi said.
In his opening remarks the president
described the progress SJSU has made toward increased sustainability.
The adoption of a recycled or “gray” water system on campus has cut water usage
by almost half since 2010.
When asked about the campus’ recent

to go back I would have really used all these resources,”
Aguilar said.
Although graduation is on
its way, there are not many
students who are walking on
the big day.
“We like to encourage for
all people to walk for graduation and unfortunately the
numbers are low and we’ll
like to see more people walk
and have that Spartan pride
for working so hard over the
years,” said Christy Poole,
membership finance coordinator for the alumni association.
According to Poole, there
are an estimated of 8,000
students that graduate and
roughly 2,000 who walk in
the main ceremony.
Grad Fest gave the opportunity for all the upcoming
graduates to come together

Samson So | Spartan Daily
President Qayoumi and provost Andy Feinstein spoke with student media
about faculty salaries, the future of construction and the adoption of recycled water in the Administration building on Tuesday.
switch from its own water well to city water, Qayoumi said he was unsure of the exact reason for the switch but regardless of
where water comes from SJSU works to cut
down consumption.
Qayoumi also outlined various sustain-

and purchase all their graduation needs for their special
day.
For Aguilar, she said it is
important for her to look her
best on graduation.
“I want to make sure I
have all the necessities that I
want,” Aguilar said. “I really want to make sure I look
my best and I feel my best so
I can reflect that towards my
family and so they can see
all my achievements through
my diploma frame, my tassel,
my cap and gown.”
Today is the last day of
Grad Fest and will take place
at the SJSU bookstore from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and there
will be free gifts to the first
50 students who attend and a
raffle for regalia each day of
event.
Rigoberto Gomes is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

ability efforts at SJSU including the increase
in bicycles and carpools as transportation
to campus and the highly sustainable features of new buildings on campus.
Jeremy Cummings is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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to stay with its original speedy
service or to slow down the service
for a more hearty meal. The concern is whether or not customers
will stay loyal if they have to wait
longer to get their food.
Mike Donahue, the head of
communications for McDonald’s
from 1987-2006, said it has already
gone through multiple attempts to
reinvent its fast-food brand.
“Now more than ever, the company is facing the perfect storm that is
challenging its very relevancy,” Donahue said to the New York Times.
McDonald’s is struggling with
keeping up with other fast-food
chains that offer healthier food with
low prices like Chipotle or Subway.
Alicia Tyson, a senior child
development major and ex-employee of McDonald’s thinks the
company should stick with its fa-
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may rain, it is difficult because you can’t
carry an umbrella while you are using
crutches,” Guido said.
Justine Monroe, a kinesiology major
and dedicated runner, tore a ligament in
her knee during a run and has been using
crutches on campus for the past six weeks.
After not receiving help from the
SJSU’s campus escort service, Monroe
gave up on asking for assistance.
“I have tried the UPD once but it came
really late so I just left and walked in the
rain across campus,” Monroe said.
When business major Dylan Neu
tried getting across campus for the
first time on crutches, it took an hour
to make the half-mile trip from Paseo
de San Antonio light rail station to the
Boccardo Business Complex when it
usually takes him 15 minutes.
“When I called for a ride after class
they told me there was no one available
that day to pick me up so I had to call
my mom to leave work to pick me up,”
Neu said.

mous burgers instead of trying to
change the menu to compete with
other fast-food chains.
“McDonald’s should stick
with their original concept of
hamburgers but make it healthier. Maybe they should do turkey
burgers,” Tyson said.
Tyson said she would be willing to wait longer for her meal if
McDonald’s were to have healthier options on the menu.
According to the nytimes.com,
10 years ago it took McDonald’s
two and a half minutes to serve
a drive-through customer, now
it takes around three minutes.
This may not seem like a lot but
this increase in time for food service is what is causing lost partly what’s causing McDonald’s to
loose its customers.
Now McDonald’s has to figure
out how to get them back.
Raven Swayne is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

He asked campus police if it was possible to schedule a pick up time to and from
class for the rest of the week because he
could not physically walk on his own, but
they said he would have to call when he
needed them and it could take around 40
minutes before someone is available.
Due to this, Neu didn’t go back to
school until he was able to borrow a knee
scooter from a friend.
Campus police Sgt. Jenny Gaxiola said
the escort and shuttle program provides
rides 24/7 for all SJSU students.
“Escorts are mainly for safety assistance
for all students at any time of day, but if a
student on crutches that does not feel comfortable walking alone, we will send someone on foot or with a cart,” Gaxiloa said.
Gaxiola said it is true it can take 45
minutes for an escort to show up, but it is
because of low funding and they only have
one van for shuttle.
“We are looking into making it more
effective service because it’s not fair that a
student has to wait 45 minutes to an hour
but it’s all about the funding,” Gaxiola said.
Courtney Kreitner is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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The story of overcoming American racial insecurity through music

BY ANDREA SANDOVAL
@axsand0val
Rapper Kendrick Lamar’s new album, “To Pimp
a Butterfly,” was released
online Sunday, March 15,
and the album holds the
worldwide single-day record for most streamed album according to Anthony
Tiffith, Top Dawg Entertainment CEO.
The album cover boldly
illustrates a group of African-Americans in front of
the White House carrying
stacks of cash. There is a
Caucasian judge with his
eyes crossed out and the
crowd crouches over him.
Before listening to the
album, I already knew Lamar’s album was about
“black empowerment.”
Lamar said in a Rolling
Stone article his cover “will
be taught in college courses
someday.”

This is Lamar’s third album and second on a major
label, the lead single for the
new album is “The Blacker
Berry.”
The track’s first two
verses controversially focuses on the struggle of
being black in America. He
raps about the way black
people are categorized by
certain characteristics.
“I’m as black as the
moon/ My hair is nappy/ My nose is round and
wide/ I want you to recognize I’m a proud monkey,”
Lamar said in the song.
Lamar’s explicit lines
in this verse gives listeners a sense of his feeling of
self-righteous indignation.
“You hate me don’t
you?/ I know you hate me
just as you hate yourself/
Jealous of my wisdom and
the cards I dealt,” Lamar
said in the song.
He feels angry as the

predicaments of being a
black man are never easy,
police brutality, as well as
gang violence fracture the
black community.
The line that caught me
off guard was when Lamar said, “Why did I weep
when Trayvon Martin was
in the street?/ When gang
banging make me kill an
n----r blacker than me?
Hypocrite.”
Without elaboration, it
sounds like he was responsible for another’s death,
which would explain why
he feels like a “hypocrite.”
Lamar previously said
this same verse during a
Billboard interview, according to Billboard Magazine.
It wasn’t by any coincidence that “The Blacker the
Berry” was No. 13 on the
track, alluding to the 13th
Amendment which abolished slavery.
Another one of my fa-

Theater Review: Tragic love of a butterfly
BY ROSA JASSO
@rosabjasso
Of all the love stories
I have heard written for
film, literature or music,
“M. Butterfly” (produced
by City Lights Theater) is
without a doubt the most
deranged story plot I’ve
had the pleasure to hear.
There were multiple
unexpected moments that
kept me attentive to the
twisting story plot.
Rene Gallimard is a
French diplomat recollecting his love affairs as he sits

in a jail cell in France.
His story begins in China where he meets Song
Liling, an opera singer
in “Madama Butterfly"
played by N. Louie. Even
though Gallimard is married he fantasizes over Liling.
Gallimard falls deeply
in love with Liling and she
convinces him to divorce
his wife Helga.
But Gallimard doesn’t
know that Liling is a spy
assigned to seduce his and
steal his French war files.
Blinded by his love for her

Gallimard does not realize
she is manipulating him.
Derrick Seaver, vice
president of public policy
at the San Jose Chamber
of Commerce, said he was
at the edge of his seat when
Liling was revealed as a
spy. He said he wasn’t sure
where the plot was going
and then the story began
to unfold outward.
When Gallimard uncovers Liling’s secret he
hesitant to believe the
truth.
The play ends with Gallimard’s realization that

vorite songs was “Mortal
Man.” The longest song on
his album, reaching about
12 minutes long where
he recognizes leaders like
Martin Luther King Jr.,
Moses, Malcolm X and
Nelson Mandela.
In this song Lamar vocalizes his role as a leader
and hopes to reach out to
young teenagers and recruit them to change the
world. This song is definitely directed to his fans.
Throughout this album,
Lamar shares empowering
lyrics that give listeners a
sense of realization—realization of what a single
black man might have to
overcome, whether it be
discrimination, police brutality or constant racial
classifications.
“Instead of the poor
killing the rich/ If the
poor used their abilities to
change the system, change

Liling’s love was only a figment of his imagination.
Kit Wilder played the
role of Gallimard and said
each scene in the play is
just as important as having every piece to a jigsaw
puzzle.
“I would suggest with
a play like this that is so
tightly written that there
isn’t one part that is most
important,” Wilder said,
“that the most important
part would be the part that
we haven’t given due attention to.”
I was at the edge of my
seat during Gallimard’s
epiphany at the play's conclusion.

Photo courtesy of www.mixgrill.gr
Kendrick Lamar’s album cover features a group
of Blacks crouching on the White House lawn
over a white judge with his eyes crossed out.
the laws, change the game,
their wouldn’t be any
equality/ There wouldn’t
be a need to fight,” Lamar
said in a song. “We would
all finally see each other
as humans all equal, but
completely different and

Director Jeffrey Bracco
said the play deals with illusion.
“There are times in the
play … when you’re not
seeing what you think you
see and then eventually
you understand what’s really there as we do in life,”
Bracco said.
Sexuality is constant
theme in this play. Actress
Laura Espino played two
different characters in the
play both required nudity
on stage.
During Espino’s first
two nude scenes, she exposed her breasts to the
audience wearing only
her underwear. The sec-

unique simultaneously.”
Lamar’s newest album
was definitely powerful,
and made a powerful impact on the music culture.
Andrea Sandoval is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

ond time was in a different
scene where she was acting
fully naked pretending to
take a shower after having
an affair with Gallimard.
The last reveal was by
Louie who was fully naked
on stage for Gallimard.
The audience had no physical reaction toward the
nudity but those scenes
were a good component to
the element of surprise in
the play.
"M. Butterfly" will show
until April 19. For tickets
and show times visit cltc.
org.
Rosa Jasso is a
Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Even good allies need reminding
when they overstep boundaries
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Being your own advocate can be exhausting.
The queer community needs allies. Allies are important. There will always be
strength in numbers. The more voices we
have advocating for us, the more this movement will grow.
Good allies are out there in large numbers. There are now more than 4,000 gaystraight alliances in schools throughout the
United States, according to The Advocate.
In California alone, more than 53 percent
of public schools boast a permanent gaystraight alliance on their campuses.
But allies need to be good allies. Being
supportive of this movement means understanding it, and understanding can mean
asking a lot of questions.
It can be hard to patiently sit through
awkwardly-phrased, tactless questions, not
only answering their questions but explaining to your friend why the way she said it
was inappropriate.
Even the most well-intentioned straight
person can get it wrong sometimes.
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve spoken
about an insensitive joke made by a friend
and was met with “but it’s just a joke.”
No it’s not. It’s hurtful and you need to stop.
Good allies learn from their mistakes and
become better allies.
Good allies do their own research. The
internet is full of resources that answer all
of those burning “but how does … ” questions without offending a living, feeling
person.
Organizations like the Human Rights
Campaign and the Bisexual Resource
Center have published.
Good allies recognize when they are in the
wrong. Humans make mistakes. The good ones

Girl Dangerous,” said allyship is “not supposed to be a performance. It’s supposed
to be a way of living your life that doesn’t
Raechel
reinforce the same oppressive behaviors
Price
you’re claiming to be against.”
That is often the argument behind some
queers’ dismissal of Macklemore as a bad ally.
Sure, Ben Haggerty has made millions
Follow Raechel on Twitter
from his music, but he is ultimately using
@rae_thecyborg
his platform as an artist to do well.
His song “Same Love” features Mary
Lambert, an up-and-coming queer singer-songwriter, who has since gone on to
have her single “Secrets” make it to Billboard’s top 100 songs in 2014.
Most importantly, good allies listen.
In an article for everyday feminism,
Jamie Utt said “as someone striving to be
an ally, the most important thing we can
do is listen to as many voices of those we’re
allying ourselves with as possible.”
Utt’s article lists more rules for allies to
follow, but the most important point she
makes is allyship is an action, not a noun.
Someone’s status as an ally is only as good
as the work that they are currently doing.
recognize when they mess up and learn from it.
Mia McKenzie defines allyship as “curGood allies also don’t take criticism per- rently operating in solidarity with,” which
sonally. Sometimes the hurt, angry rantings is undoubtedly a definition that describes
of your queer friend may sound like an
action.
attack, but understand that we’re not really
Those 4,000 gay-straight alliances are a
painting everyone with the same brush.
great start, but there are many more schools
A good ally will understand the reason
that are desperately in need of the education
for such strong, emotional reactions and
that the alliances provide.
not try to eliminate discomfort through
Actions speak louder than words. Shut up
pacification.
and listen.
Good allies don’t expect “Thank You’s.”
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff
They recognize that we are doing this for our
writer. Off the Straight & Narrow runs
own survival, that the show’s not about them. every other Wednesday.
Mia McKenzie, author of the book “Black
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Destiny
Palacios
Follow Destiny on Twitter
@heydesi
their natural habitat not for research purposes but for profit. Such as, the orcas at
Sea World and the elephants that perform
for the Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey circus.
These animals remain in captivity and
are not even provided a space that comes
close to the amount of freedom they
would experience in the wild.
According to PETA, orcas can swim up
to 100 miles a day and elephants can walk
30 miles. However, at Sea World, orcas
remain captive in a tank that is too small
—so small it causes their dorsal fins to
collapse. When the Ringling Bros. are on
tour, large majestic Asian elephants spend
long periods of time in a tour bus.
Training animals and teaching them
unnatural habits is unsafe for humans as
well.
For example, the infamous death of
a Sea World experienced trainer, Dawn
Brancheau in 2010.
An orca named Tilikum dragged
Brancheau in the water. She was scalped,
her breast bone snapped in two and some
audience members claimed they saw her
arm chewed off, which is shown in the
documentary “Blackfish.”
Sea World exploits a number of other
animals besides orcas, including other
dolphins, seals, otters and penguins,
while Ringling Bros. also uses tigers,

Editorial Cartoon

llamas, dogs, horses, and elephants.
A declared statement by a former
employee of the Ringling Bros., Samuel
Dewitt Haddock Jr., spoke out about the
cruel ways elephants are trained.
Ropes are tied around all four ankles,
around the trunk, waist and neck. Five to
seven trainers are present and the hardest
part of training an elephant is trying to
make it lay down.

“

These animals
The
remain
main in captivity and
are not even provided
a space that comes
close to the amount of
freedom they would
experience in the
he wild

”

The USDA has even said these practices
cause animals trauma, behavioral stress,
physical harm and discomfort.
According to Wildlife Advocacy, a
baby elephant named Riccardo had to be
euthanized after he broke his legs while
being forced to learn tricks.
Trainer Gary Jacobson confessed the
training method used a bull hook and
rope tied around his trunk.
Another cruel form of solitary confinement is animals locked in cages used
for experimentation. These animals
are like prisoners or hospital patients
throughout their whole lives.
Animals such as bunnies, dogs, rats
and monkeys are tortured in the hands of
humans.

According to the New England Anti-Vivisection Society, every year in the
U.S. over 25 million animals are used in
biomedical experimentation, product and
cosmetic testing.
During certain tests animals are poisoned for toxicity testing which can burn
their skin and cause brain damage and
other tests include electrical shocks.
In most procedures animals are restrained while being tested on and most
animals, if still alive, are killed after they
serve their experimental purpose.
Why conduct tests on animals for a
product meant for human use?
For example, when laboratories are
testing products such as perfumes they
pour chemicals in their eyes and skin to
test if there is any reaction, according to
the Anti-Vivisection Society.
These animals never see the light of day.
It is an unnatural form of life and
scientifically inaccurate. PETA states that
laboratories can mimic human cells, tissues and the structure of human organs
as an alternate method.
What is the first step to prevent this
type of animal abuse? Being aware and
not giving these companies your money.
Recently, I downloaded the Bunny Free
app on my phone, which allows you to
search or scan a product and it notifies you
if the company conducts animal testing.
By not giving these companies your
money, it is your way of speaking out.
By not visiting places like Sea World or
attending shows like the Ringling Bros.
circus, you are making a stand to not
tolerate the abuse of animals. It is your
choice to be their voice because a life in
solitary confinement is no life at all.
Destiny Palacios is a Spartan Daily
staff writer. You Otter Know runs every
other Wednesday.
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Justin San Diego | Spartan Daily
Malin Cubukcu prepares to backhand the ball in her 6–0, 4–6, 7–6 singles victory against UNLV’s Paola Artiga on Friday at the Spartan Courts.

Women's tennis win sixth consecutive home match
Spartans 6, UNLV 1
BY JUSTIN SAN DIEGO
@Incrediblejsd
San Jose State women’s tennis team
won 6–1 against University of Nevada
Las Vegas Rebels, continuing its 6–0 undefeated streak at home.
The Spartans improved to their No.
55 national rank with a current season
record of 11–6.
Spartans lost two of the three doubles
matches, giving the Rebels their only
point in the 6–1 score.
Freshman team members Sybille
Gauvain and Malin Cubukcu were the
only victorious duo beating their opponents 6–4.
Sophomore Marie Klocker and sophomore Gaelle Rey lost 4–6 and senior Julianna Bacelar and freshman Abbie Pahz
lost 7–5 against the Rebels.

In that match, Klocker and Rey had
several intense rallies with their opponents.
The players grunted in aggression after each of the several times the ball was
hit from the backsides of the court.
All six single matches were won
by SJSU Spartans. Most significantly,
Gauvain had a perfect score of 6–0, 6–0
against UNLV’s Santa Shumilina.
“She’s the one rising to the occasion,”
Head Coach Sylvain Malroux said. “She
just started with us in January.”
Klocker and Pahz also won in straight
sets.
Bacelar, Cubukcu and Rey each won
two of three sets. Bacelar won by 6–0,
3–6, 6–1. Cubukcu scored 6–0, 4–6, 7–6.
Rey was victorious with 5–7, 6–2, 6–2.
“The team is showing a lot of momentum,” Malroux said.
German-born Cubukcu was the last
player to finish her game against the Reb-

SaberCats pounce on LA
KISS in home opener
BY R AYMOND IBALE
@RaymondIbale
The San Jose SaberCats (2–0) pounced
on the Los Angeles KISS (0–2) early on
in the game and defeated the in-state rival handily 54–28 Saturday night at the
SAP Center.
In the 2015 home opener, the San
Jose’s arena football team cruised to a
20–0 lead over the KISS in the first quarter and never looked back.
SaberCat quarterback Erik Meyer got
it rolling early with three touchdowns in
the first quarter, with touchdown receptions coming from fullback Odie Armstrong, wide receiver Reggie Gray and
offensive lineman Rich Ranglin.
KISS got on the board in the second
quarter with a 33-yard pass from Adrian
McPherson to Donovan Morgan, cutting
the SaberCat lead to 20–7.
Morgan finished the game as KISS’
leading receiver with 141 yards on five
receptions and three touchdowns.
Meyer’s home debut was stellar, as he
finished the game completing 20 of 31
passes for 222 yards, five touchdowns
and one interception. Meyer was awarded the Russell Athletic Offensive Player
of the Game.
“(Meyer) goes through his progressions and in our mind somebody is always going be open,” said SaberCats
owner and head coach Darren Arbet.
The SaberCat offense wasn’t the only
source of points as defensive backs David
Hyland and Virgil Gray each returned
interceptions for touchdowns. Hyland
scored his pick-six in the second quarter
and Gray’s in the third quarter.
The SaberCat pass rush overwhelmed
the KISS offensive line as defensive ends

Luis Vasquez and Jason Stewart each had
a multi-sack game, with the SaberCats
recording six sacks overall. The SaberCat defense has haunted the second-year
expansion team as they won all four
meetings by an average of 37 points.
“If we can get their offense in a bind,
if they get stuck and their quarterback
can’t get comfortable, then we’re doing
our job as a defense,” Vasquez said.
The only flaw the SaberCats had was
being penalized 15 times.
“We played well in spots, but we made
a lot of mistakes,” Arbet said. “It’s still
early in the season. That’s not the standard that we want to play, but our guys
played hard and made lots of plays.”
The SaberCats looked strong, holding
a 34–14 lead at the end of the half. They
lifted their foot off the gas in the second
half, only outscoring the KISS 20–14.
LA made a quarterback change in the
second half as McPherson was replaced
by Brian Zbydniewski. Zbydiewski completed 4-of-9 passes for 73 yards and two
touchdowns.
A setback the SaberCats suffered was
an injury to their wide receiver Ben Nelson. Defensive back Hyland stepped in
as receiver and had two receptions for 33
yards.
“The next man up is how we prepare
every week; you have to know more than
one position in this league,” Hyland
said. “It’s kind of the old Ironman game
playing both offense and defense.”
Hyland’s performance earned him
the J. Lewis Small Playmaker of the
Game award.
The SaberCats travel to Tampa Bay to
take on the Storm (1–1) this Friday.
Raymond Ibale is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

el’s Paola Artiga. The game outlasted the
others by at least 20 minutes. During that
time, Cubuckcu’s teammates cheered and
watched from the nearest court.
Cubukcu pulled out a close win 7–6,
though her team had secured enough
points to win the day.
“We beat two very good teams the last
two days, and today we showed that even
after losing the doubles point, we can
come back and play some really good
matches. That’s the sign of a good team,”
Malroux said to Spartan Athletics.
Malroux said he thinks there’s a great

possibility for the team to reach a new
peak at their national ranking, which is
currently No. 52.
The Mountain West Championships
begin April 23.
The women’s tennis team won 4–0
against University of Hawaii the day before they played UNLV.
Currently, the women’s tennis team is
undefeated at home with the last home
match taking place Sunday against
Academy of Art at 1 p.m.
Justin San Diego is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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Sharks’ playoff hopes fall with Stars

Sneak Peek
In tomorrow’s special issue...

Sharks miss
playoffs for
first time
since 2002-03

Recovery

Stars 5, Sharks 1
BY JONATHAN WOLD
@JonathanWold
Two desperate teams
met on Monday night in
San Jose and battled for
their postseason lives. But
by the end of the night, the
Jason Reed | Contributing Photographer
San Jose Sharks and Dallas
Center
Joe
Thornton
looks
down
in
frustration
as the Sharks were eliminated
Stars were eliminated defrom
playoff
contention
in
their
fi
nal
home
game
of the season.
spite the Stars’ 5–1 victory.
“It sucks,” Sharks forward Logan Couture
were technically still alive in the play- ey, this will be only the sixth time
said. “We just weren’t good enough off hunt, but by the end of the first pe- they’ve missed the playoffs. This also
throughout the season.”
riod, Winnipeg had won its game, of- marks the end of a streak of 10 seaThe Stars wasted little time getting ficially eliminating both teams from sons of making the postseason.
going in this game, scoring 28 seconds playoff contention.
“I think the biggest thing that’s
into the contest. A shot from former
“When we lost in Phoenix (on disappointing is when playoffs come
Sharks defenseman Jason Demers de- Saturday), let’s not kid ourselves, we around and you get that first home
flected to the side of the net to wide were pretty screwed,” Couture said. game, there’s nothing like it—it’s
open Stars forward Colton Sceviour.
“We did it to ourselves.”
awesome,” Pavelski said. “That’s
“It’s certainly not the way we wantBoth teams seemed to slow down what’s going to be tough, not to be a
ed to start the game,” Sharks forward in the second period after the news of part of this year.”
Tommy Wingels said. “Sharks hockey their mutual elimination broke.
Sharks Head Coach Todd McLelis doing that to your opponent.”
Stars forward Jamie Benn scored lan wouldn’t say he was surprised
San Jose tried to keep the adren- his first of two goals on the night to with the way the season turned out,
aline going, with forward Mike give Dallas a 3–0 lead.
but disappointed.
Brown immediately starting a fight
The Sharks’ lone goal came off a
“The very first thing I told our
with Stars forward Antoine Rous- slapshot by forward Joe Thornton, as- guys at training camp is we want to
sel.
sisted by rookie Chris Tierney.
win, and we did the least amount
Couture nearly scored on a parTierney now has nine points in his of that this season,” McLellan said.
tial breakaway moments later as his last eight games, playing primarily on “We’re all involved in it in some way,
shot beat Stars goalkeeper Jhonas the third line with limited time on the shape or form.”
Enroth, but the puck slid inches power play.
The Sharks have two games rewide of the net.
San Jose’s record stands at 39–32–9, maining this season. They take on
After an elbowing penalty to with the Sharks winning just 19 of 41 the Oilers on Thursday and wrap up
Sharks rookie Barclay Goodrow, games at home this season.
the year on Saturday with a chance to
Dallas forward Patrick Eaves scored
“We appreciate what the fans do for possibly end the playoff hopes of the
a power-play goal as the Stars took a us,” said Sharks forward Joe Pavelski. Los Angeles Kings.
2–0 lead into the first intermission.
“We want better for them and for us.”
Jonathan Wold is a Spartan
Entering the game, both teams
In 23 seasons of Sharks hock- Daily staff writer.

Darby Brown-Kuhn | Spartan Daily
When he suffered a season-ending knee injury
in 2012, former SJSU lineman Keith Bendixen
was unsure about his future. After he bought
a German Shepard, Bendixen found a hobby
that helped him physically recuperate and set
him up for a career after college.

Stereotypes

Raechel Price | Spartan Daily
Spartan golfer Regan De Guzman defies expectations of a typical golfer. Learn how this golfer
has found her home on the driving range.
Pick up a copy of the Spartan Daily’s
special issue tomorrow, or read online at
Spartandaily.com

Raechel Price | Spartan Daily
Freshman Leah Lambert sprints toward the finish line during the 400 meter
hurdles at the Stanford Invitational on Friday.

Track and field sets new records
BY R AECHEL PRICE
@rae_thecyborg
The San Jose State women's track and
field team continues to set program records in its young history.
The team had a busy weekend in the
peninsula, taking victories and setting
more season records at the Stanford Invitational and San Francisco State Distance
Carnival.
Junior Jade Childs set a personal record
in the 100-meter hurdles event Saturday,
and four Spartan freshman took the victory for the 4-x-100 relay with a combined
time of 46.98 seconds at SFSU.
It was a warm weekend at Stanford’s
Cobb Track and Angell Field. Parents
from Cornell University were on video
chat with folks back home bragging about
the cloudless sky, and in the next breath
asked if the snow had melted.
The Spartan sprinters love running in
the heat and it showed during Friday’s preliminary rounds.
Childs beat her personal record for the
100-meter hurdles with a time of 14.01.
Childs is one of the few upperclassmen on
the team, which is in its second season at
SJSU. Her previous record time of 14.07
was set at the Fresno State Twilight earlier
in the semester.
Head Coach Jeff Petersmeyer is proud
of his young team. This season was the first
time SJSU was able to qualify for the Stan-

ford Invitational, which Petersmeyer said
is significant in itself.
“I like to compete the team against the
best competition we can as I believe it will
make them stronger,” Petersmeyer said.
The combined time of freshmen Kelsey
Johnson-Upshaw, Caitlin Wilson, Makayla Webb and Maija Pinkins beat out CSU
Dominguez Hills (47.35) and Anchorage
(47.58) at the Distance Carnival.
The track and field program is in its second season at SJSU. Petersmeyer took the
position as head coach in Fall 2013.
Petersmeyer said the distance runners
have the ability to advance to the national
championships later in the season.
One of the advantages of having such a
young team is that many of them are still
able to qualify for the U.S. junior championships, according to Petersmeyer.
Next weekend, the Spartans are sending
a small squad to compete at the Sun Angel
Invitational at Arizona State University.
After that they are at Mt. SAC Relays,
one of the biggest meets in the country, according to Petersmeyer.
“I believe competing against that level
of competition makes our team more 'battle-tested' and confident at the Mountain
West Championships,” Petersmeyer said.
The Mountain West Outdoor Championships will be held at San Diego State
University in May.
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

